Our mission: to provide premier technical solutions that
empowers our clients with the latest in technical and
security knowledge.

We specialize in computer security and have extensive
knowledge of securing not only operating systems, but
also applications and networks.
expertise

in

commercial,

Our experts have

health

care,

financial,

governmental and military applications and environments
and we also offer support with Certification and
Accreditation in the DoD, DOE, and other federal

agencies using DIACAP, NIST, NIACAP and other C&A
processes.

TECHNICAL TRAINING

We offer comprehensive training courses to build
the knowledge required for certification. Our
training is offered at our site, on your site, or
online.
Certification

not

only

meets

mandated

requirements but demonstrates commitment to the
security profession. Receiving a professional

certification shows peers, supervisors and, in turn,
the general public a sincere commitment to a
chosen career and the ability to perform to
established standards.

What students are saying: “The instructor provided real world scenarios that added value to course material. His explanations were well
thought and his knowledge of the subject matter is unquestioned. Ethical Hacking is a very complicated set of material that w as expressed very
well in this course. I look forward to using these skills on the job.”

Computer forensics is becoming an
increasingly important part of doing

“Excellent Instructor. Nice to have someone who is in the field doing this everyday to teach the class. Great class. Had a lot of fun in it. I liked
the hands on labs and knowledge transfer from instructor. I plan on taking Advanced Ethical Hacking, Reversing Malware, or Incident Response
in the future.”

business. We offer expertise in incident

response, e-discovery, digital forensic

“I enjoyed the way the instructor taught the class, he is a good instructor. He is able to communicate well with all different levels of technical
abilities and personalities. I loved how there was lot of knowledge crammed into a short period of time.”

investigation, and litigation support. Our
certified personnel have experience

““Extremely knowledgeable instructor. Very willing to share extra information from his personal knowledge base. Very good course materials
overall. I greatly appreciate the amount of hands-on experience gained. I liked hearing about the instructor's personal knowledge. I also
enjoyed having a large amount of hands on experience.””

working with events ranging from

corporate espionage to international
cyber extortin.

“This was a very informative and technically in-depth training course. All aspects of the advertised course were fully covered and ample
opportunity was given for questions and interaction with the instructor.”
“The instructor Jeremy was very clear on instructional techniques and was extremely knowledgeable. Jeremy is extremely patient and is a fine
representative for the security profession. He related real experiences to the content that were very beneficial to understanding the concepts. All
of the labs worked which is rare for some of the classes taught by other companies that i have attended. I enjoyed the exposure to many new
techniques, tools and experiences.”
“I have to take a minute to let you know about the EXCELLENT job Jeremy is doing in our CFE course. Not only does he brings h is "real world"
experience and examples into the mix but the guy KNOWS HIS STUFF! He supplements the material with relating videos that tie it all
together......the guy is NUCLEAR. I'm going to hate seeing Friday come because it will all be over and I'm gonna miss this gu y. Jeremy
represents InfoSec to the fullest and I'm glad that I've had to opportunity to watch this guy "shine" as he makes us all better at what we do. Trust
me when I say, I speak for the entire class/crew”

Red Team penetration testing capability
is available with a wide range of focus.

Our services range from PCI compliance
testing to complete physical, cyber, and
procedural security validation. The goal
of this service is to emulate adversaries,
This course has recently been revamped. Originally, this
class was more of an advanced CISSP book camp.
Since the remodel, this

test the current state of security in your
organization, and report weaknesses
along with providing solutions to mitigate

class prepares you for the

those risks.

CISSP and adds enough

* Locations vary and on-sites are available

hands on experience to
CISSP
CISSP-ISSAP
CISSP-ISSEP
CISSP-ISSMP
CISM
CISA
C|EH
ECSA
LPT
C|HFI

DIACAP
Cisco
Microsoft
CompTIA A+
CompTIA Network+
CompTIA Security+
SCADA Security
Application Security
Data Recovery
Reverse Engineering

successfully
Certified

pass

Ethical

the

Hacker

(CEH) & Certified Hacking
Forensics

Investigator

(CHFI). This is has grown
from the eight day session

to a full blown two week!

And More...

Our solutions range from set
locations public courses to on-site

Special hands on modules cover hacking WiFi signals
including 802.11 and bluetooth.
We always keep security in mind throughout the entire system

and online solutions to deliver the
best service in the industry.

Call us

today to find out about availability and

development life cycle (SDLC). We also provide solutions

Some of the extras that are included are:

covering all steps from small business networks to international

• Virus writing workshop

extranet WANs and support all of the common technologies.

• Capture the flag

We also offer a list of specialized services to ensure you are

• Hacking with Linux.

empowered to stay secure.

• Consectetuer refero ut nimis vulputate quadrum.

pricing!
Phone: (719) 359-8248
sales@informationwarfarecenter.com

